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About This Game

Battle Commanders is a fast-paced, competitive battle simulation that combines the intense nature of RTS with RPG-like
elements in a high-fantasy setting. Control a band of fighters that have a wide variety of personalities, combat styles and unique
abilities that are customizable to your liking. Challenge friends and foes alike and ensure that your team comes out victorious in

this epic and hectic battle simulation that adds a new twist to the popular MOBA genre!

YOU CALL THE SHOTS

Have you ever been bored of witnessing countless waves of minions charging through the lanes to their inevitable doom?
Haven't there been times you wished you could command these poor souls to glory by planning and executing the ultimate

strategy? If your answer is yes, then jump straight into the action as a Battle Commander where you control every aspect of the
battlefield by commanding each and every one of your misfits on where to strike, capture or defend!

AN IRRESISTIBLY COLORFUL AND ENCHANTING WORLD

Immerse yourself within explosive action through glorious combat, all the while experiencing the beautiful environment
entwined with hilarious and peppy hand-drawn artwork.

TEST YOUR WITS AGAINST OTHER PLAYERS

Devise the ultimate battle strategy and take the fight to the enemy! Test your skills in 3 versus 3 matches, where you can team
up with your friends or meet new players online and emerge as the triumphant side!
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FORGE YOUR OWN GAMEPLAY EXPERIENCE

Customize the way you play by choosing from hundreds of legendary classes, mind-blowing skills, unique traits and epic outfits
for your band of fighters! Lay waste to the enemy forces with your ultimate commander abilities that you can use anywhere and

anytime on the battlefield to turn the tide of the battle!

BECOME THE ULTIMATE COMMANDER

Train and customize your band of fighters, plan the perfect strategy and take the battle to the enemy! Dominate your foes,
gather hundreds of unique collectible cards and climb to the top through the competitive ladder system to become the ultimate

battle commander on the mythical battlegrounds!
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Title: Battle Commanders
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Pera Games
Publisher:
Pera Games
Release Date: Postponed until TFM release

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7+

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Open GL 3.2+ Compliant

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Windows Compatible Card

Additional Notes: 1080p, 16:9 recommended

English,Turkish
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